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The Vision for Space Exploration outlines NASA's development of a new generation
of human-rated launch vehicles to replace the Space Shuttle and an architecture for
exploring the Moon and Mars. The system--developed by the Constellation Program--
includes a near term (-2014) capability to provide crew and cargo service to the
International Space Station after the Shuttle is retired in 2010 and a human return tothe
Moon no later than 2020. Constellation vehicles and systems will necessarily be required
to operate efficiently, safely, and reliably in the space plasma and radiation environments
of low Earth orbit, the Earth's magnetosphere, interplanetary space, and on the lunar
surface. This presentation will provide an overview of the characteristics of space
radiation and plasma environments relevant to lunar programs including the trans-lunar
injection and trans-Earth injection trajectories through the Earth's radiation belts, solar
wind surface dose and plasma wake charging environments in near lunar space, energetic
solar particle events, and galactic cosmic rays and discusses the design and operational
environments being developed for lunar program requirements to assure that systems







• .Constellation Program architecture
• Heliospheric physics science in design, operations of lunar programs
- Radiation environments
• Crew
• Hardware (electronics), materials
- ·Plasma environments











SEE, TID, crew dose, charging










• New human-rated space transportation system to
replace Space Transportation System (Shuttle)
- ISS support - 2014
- Lunar exploration - 2020
- Mars exploration
[NASA's Exploration Systems Architecture
Study-Final Report, Nov 2006]























• Crewed Exploration Vehicle
Capability for transferring
















1 J-2X Engine .
AI-Li Tanks/Structures
* Lunar Surface Access
Module (LSAM)
[NASA's Exploration Systems Architecture




Example Lunar Reference Mission
• Lunar architecture
Lunar sortie (7 days)








[NASA's Exploration Systems Architecture
Study-Final Report, Nov 2006]
• Current program focus is on developing an
outpost at one of the lunar poles with access






[adapted from Bussey et aI., LPSC 1999]
Longest period of shadow -49 hours






• >70% illumination on rim of Shakelton Crater
• T ..... 220+10 K...relatively/benign
• Night temperatures near equator are T..... lOOK
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[Dale, 2nd Space Expl. Conf., 2006]
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Potential Landing




Mission Landing Date SEAa Lunare
(GMT) (deg) Phase
• Apollo 11 20 Jul69 10.8 WxC, 31 %
• Apollo 12 19 Nov 69 5.1 WxG, 81%
• Apollo 13 18.5b
• Apollo 14 5 Feb 71 10.3 WxG, 81%
• Apollo 15 30 Jul 71 12.2 1Qtr, 50%
• Apollo 16 21 Apr 72 11.9 WxG, 62%
• Apollo 17 11 Dec 72 13.0 WxC, 29%
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N~i Magnetosphere and Lunar Orbit
Apollo 12 [NASA SP-235, 1970]
In-situ observations of plasma
and radiation environments
relevant to lunar exploration
are available from pre-Apollo
to present
Moon passes through magnetotail and
magnetosheath plasma environments
every month









Bow Shock and Magnetopause Variability
Bow Shock and Magnetopause
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Bz (nT) Vsw (km/s) Np (#Icc)
a) 0 400 8
b) -5 400 8 ----- ..... -- ..
150 c) -15 400 8 - - - - -
d) 0 700 5 ---------









Fraction 0 onth in Plasma Environments
-73.5 % solar wind - 20.6 days
-13.3 % magnetosheath - 3.7
-13.2% magnetotail - 3.7 USU, Logan, UT
17 Apr 2007
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apogee = 379,867 km
AE8MAX










AP8MAX In geographical coordinate
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GCR Maximum Flux
CREME 1996 [Tylka et at, 1997]
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Energy (MeV/nuc)
Lunar 60 Re orbit is
-1 + 0.0026 AU
-::Magnetotail-l0 nT
field at lunar orbit
weaker than the 50 nT
to 100 nT at GEO
Q
~
--Same cosmic ray, I
solar energetic particle l 100
E




Solar Particle Event ("Flare") Environments
Dale
IMP-B interplanetary ions from the C-N-O group
Episodic high flux solar particle events are
superimposed on the slowly varying galactic
cosmic ray background flux
Frequency and magnitude of solar particle
events demonstrates that Shuttle exposure to a
bigh flux solar energetic particle event (or an
equivalent fluence due to a number of smaller















C 0 - 24 Hour Ave age
.,. - 25:-250 eV
ean xposure F x
Example flux and duration of
large proton solar particle





































N~t Energetic Particle Impacts on Spacecraft
• Bastille Day 2000 Storm
- SOHOLasco
- Polar VIS
• Similar effects on star trackers






N~~ Constellation Design Environments
• Proton SPE, GCR fluence spectra (for total dose analyses)
Based on October 1989 flare, solar minimum GCR enyironments derived
from CREME96 model
00
Event Max >30 MeV flux >30 MeV fluence I.E+12 II III II(#/cm2-s-sr) (#/cm2)
. - -GCR fluence-average daily
1859/09/01 5 x 104 19 X 109 I.E+ll
.
•• - De'iiign SPE -Event Fluence
1960/11115 9 X 109
.
....... hardware I.E+10 .
~
1946/07/25 -_.._-- 6 X 109 .




- ----------------------- ia •2000/07112 .----... 4.3 x 109 a I.E+08
.
1989110/19 4.2 x 109 e •....._-- Go •
2001/11/04 3.4 x 109 I 1.E+07--_..._- 1
2003/10/28 4.5x103 3.4 x 109 ] 1.E+OG •
.
2000/08/00 ..------ 3.2 x 109 , •
--....
.
1959/07/14 2.3 x 109 - l.E+05 ......---_...
•
1991/03/22 ...----- 1.8 x 109 I.E+04 ......
• ........~1989/08/12 .------- 1.4 x 109
"
•
1989/09/29 1.4 x 109 1.E+03........ .
2001/09/24 1.2 x 109 •-------- 1.E+02
2005/01/15 --------- 1.0 x 109 1 10 100 1000 10000 1000
Sources: Smart and Shea, 2002; Reedy, 2006; Proton Energy - eV




Energetic Particle Access to Magnetotail
18






































Solar energetic particles have nearly free access
to outer magnetosphere and magnetotail-no
protection for Moon when in magnetotail
10-2
266
Ions if) 10 4~
0 10 3>




































1 Year GCR + SPE (WW) Fluence
2=i 10 28 - - - -
Z=1--
Z=2 - - --
2=31014 --
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Energy (MeV/nuc)
CREME 96 SPE Worst Week Flux
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Energy (MeV/nuc)
• CREME96 Worst Week + 1 year GCR (solar min)
• Flare environment dominates at energies less than few hundred MeV
Particles responsible for total dose issues removed by shielding













N~f Single Event Effects (SEE)
Single event effects (SEE) occur when charge deposited by
an ion passing through the sensitive volume of a biased
electronic device is of sufficient magnitude to change the
operating state of the device. Example SEE types include:
• Single event voltage transient (SET): self correcting but could cause
system malfunction if propagated as a signal
• Single event upset (SEU): operating state change (e.g. memory bit
upset)-errors in data and executable output if uncorrected
• Single event latchup (SEL): operation ceases-effect may be
correctible by power cycling or part may be destroyed
• Single event burnout (SEB): part is destroyed by over-current
SEE typically produced by heavy Ions (Z=2-92)
Protons produce insufficient ionization to generate
upsets directly
--Minor contribution from protons to SEE rates due to
-'(small) cross section for proton induced nuclear










Deterministic LEO Dose Limits*
Dose Equiv. (cSv)































Misson Dose (cSv) Estimates
(50 cm regolith shielded cylinder)
GCR Feb 56 Flare Mission Dose
Evaluating stochastic human dose
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Shield with Apollo-16 lunar soil composition
CREME96 GCR Z=l solar minimum
Isotropic incident flux over hemisphere
Compound
NazO 0.46 2.70
AJ20 3 27.30 15.02
FeO 5.10 7.35
CaO 15.70 10.42







P20 S 0.11 0.66













Deterministic LEO Dose Limits*
Dose Equiv. (cSv)



















* [NCRP-98-1989] (from Wilson et al., 1997)
GCR Solar Minimum
Misson Dose (cSv) Estimates
(50 cm regolith shielded cylinder)

































N"st Total Ionizing Dose Comparison
• ESP solar proton model






1 TLI trajectory to Moon ~
\-1 TEl trajectory from Moon ..
4.1
Single flare during 1 year on MooA
Neglect GCR C
• ISS 1 year
• GEO 1 year
Total Ionizing Dose
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N~t Solar Wind as Radiation Environment
• Solar wind is generally considered a benign radiation environment
- Solar wind velocity .....400 km/sec to 800 km/sec, mean .....450 km/sec
• Kinetic energy of H+ - 0.21 keY to 3.3 keY, mean 1.1 keY
• Kinetic energy of He++ - 0.84 keY to 13 keY, mean 4.2 keY
- H+ flux NV ..... (7 H+/cm3)(450 x103 m/s)..... 3.2x108 H+/cm2-sec
- He++/H+ 0.038 He++ flux ..... 0.12x108 H+/cm2-sec
- Fluence
• H+ - 9.9x1015 H+/cm2-year
• He++ - 3.8x1014 H+/cm2-year
• Solar wind penetration depths are
only fractions of a micron
Bulk materials impacted only on
"surfaces"
o
- 1000 A (0.1 ~m) coating is
impacted throughout the material
OA
0.1 flm





















Lunar Prospector Electron Reflectometer
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Projection: "el parallel n perspective
lime: 11 998-04-11 13:48
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Lunar Radiation Environments
Luna r Prospector Elec ron Reflectometer
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-40 eV to -20 keV
4-5April 1998
Moon in solar wind
Plasma wake












• Time dependent current balance· on surfaces
dQ =C dV =~ I ( _ 0 at equilibrium)






o (3 e-(sec) (3
p+(lli) e-( hi)






















Bulk (Deep Dielectric) Charging
• Radiation charging of insulators, isolated conductors
0.5 < a < 1.0 o
e-(low)




o 0 e-(sec) 0
p+(I1i) e-(hi)







= (a dark + aradiation )E
_a radiation = k( ~~ ) a
V -D = P
D = sE







• .Plasma/radiation environments relevant to surface and bulk charging due to
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2 10 102 103 COUNTS
IONS
ELECTRONS
Near Earth plasma regimes are
well ordered at low energies
Relatively easy to identify bow
shock and magnetopause, plasma




solar wind{51 I II Iflagnetospherf I
magnetosheath magnetosheath




















N~i Magnetotail Plasma at Lunar Distances
• Lunar plasma environment includes encounters with magnetotail and
magnetosheath
- Variability due to solar wind driven motion of magnetotail































































Orbit inclination, departure local











Each black dot re'pr8S4m11'
8 surface charging




LEO -0.1 to 0.5 V
GEO -100 to -20,000 V
Auroral zone -100 to -3000 V
Magnetotail at lunar orbit
--eclipse -100 to -4500 V
--sunlight. +10's V









injection trajectories transit (J
the radiation belts =I
t'.l
TLIITEI orbits are similar to ~
--..
the geostationary transfer ~
102orbit environments ~
-
encountered by CRRES ~
m
- CRRES T-I0 hours 0,
QI
-C
TLIITEI T-8 days 10.2
<4 hours in radiation belt
(e) __~
(a) Ap = 5.0· 7.5 nT
(b) Ap = 10.0· 15.0 nT
(c) Ap = 25.0 - 55.0 nT
(d) Maximum flux
(e) Fennell et ai, 2000







odea (solid) 30 deo {dash)
CRRESELE Ap dependent (a-c), worst case (d) orbit averaged environments
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Lunar Wake
2.0 30
















L1, L2 - 33.12 RI I
o
Ssw - 45 deg
a) Density
b) T//Tper1-
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Analytical Lunar Wake Model
Analytical models Electron Temperatme (eV) Proton Temperature (eV)• Case 1: Slow Solar Wind Case 1: Slow Solar Wind1)(102 lldO~




estimate of wake lxl001x10 1 ~' lxlo·1
plasma environments
• 0 1)(10-2~-1 hel0-J
-, hclO-.4
Analytical models to 1)(106 -3 1xlO-5-4
eV -!i eVbe imbedded in -10 -'0 -3D -40 -!i0 0 -10 -'0 -30 -<0 -!i0XSie (RlJ X.1e (Rl)
Luna-CPE model to Electron Density (cm"-3) Proton Density (cm"-3)Case 1: Slow Speed Solar Wind 21 Case 1: Slow Speed Solar Wind 21
scale plasma flux to '0 '0" "18 18
17 11











evaluation 1 7-, • -, •5 5







1/cm3 Xne (RLJ 1/cm3•
Elect.ric Pot.ential (-V) Elect.ric Potential (-V)
codes required to Case 1: Slow Solar Wind 1x103 Case 2: High Speed Solar Wind bel 0)
evaluate details helOZ ')(102
including ')(101 lxlO'
-1





0 -10 -'0 -30 -<0 -50 lxl0·1 -10 -'0 -30 -'0 -50 lxl0-1
Energetic solar Xssc(RlJ ><Sse (RlJ
-volts -volts
particle events [Blackwell et aI., 2007]
Backflow from usu, Logan, UT 39
distant magnetotail 17 Apr 2007
Lunar Plasma Environments
98 MAPR
0.040 • 20 keV
Lunar Prospector Electllon Retlectometer

















N~ Lunar Plasma Environments






-40 eV to -20 keV
4-5April 1998
Moon in solar wind
Plasma wake
9804APR










N~}..~l~~ Lunar Plasma Environments
Luna r Prospector Eleclron Reflectometer
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98 04APR








-40 eV to -20 keV
4-SApril 1998
Moon in solar wind
Plasma wake










' ..N'W Wind Magnetotail Passage
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keY electron access to
wake produces strong
charging environment









Charging in Lunar Wake
90 10.000
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[Halekas et al. 2005] -60 2
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Charging in Lunar Environments
• Solar wind
+3 V < +4 V < +11 V
low mean high
-307 V < -194 V < -107 V
- Quiet solar wind Teo - 12.15 + 3.27 eV [Newbury, 1996; Newbury l!t aI., 1998]
Neo - 5.87 + 5.25 #/cm3 [3 years Genesis Ll ion moments]
• Wake 6x to 10x Te enhancements yield -72 to -122 eV
• Surface charging rule of thumb
- Darkness tf>s/c - - few kTe [Moore et at., 1998]
- Sunlight tf>s/c - +9[Ne, #/cm3] -0.44 [Pederson, 1995]
• Recent analysis of Lunar Prospector records [Halekas et al., 2007] suggest
lunar surface potentials - 4.5 kV
Magnetotail SPE
.lJI
I I I! ~:I I I I; I n I' I I II I I I I' I















DOffo Er ergy Flux (eVj(s crr 2 sr eV))











N~~ Lunar Plasma Environments/Interactions
01 r and I
+ +
+ + + +
o r













Radiation induced conductivity parameters kp' ~
Sec~ndary electron yields
• Properties of terrestrial materials measured in laboratory


















Carrier et al., 1991]






Electrical Properties of Lunar Regolith
• Information on secondary electron emission properties of lunar regolith
is available from materials returned by Apollo I
• Biased towards low lunar latitudes
MLS-1
[Horyani et al., 1998]






















































N~t Lunar Secondary Electron Environments
• Lunar photoelectron sheath
Vysklov (1976) reported lunar "ionosphere" using radio occultation technique from Luna 22 with
peak electron densities of 500-1000 #/cm3 at altitudes of 5-10 km above sunlit lunar surface
- In-situ measurements from Apollo 12, 15, 15 Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment (SIDE) and
Apollo 14 Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment (CPLEE) show 104 #/cm3 up to
altitudes of 100 m (Reasoner and Burke, 1972)
For comparison.....
• . Solar wind -6 e-/cm3 , large values of 50 e-/cm3 to 100 e-/cm3 in shocks (CME's, CIR, etc)
• Magnetosheath at lunar distances Ne - 1 to 100 e-/cm3
• Magnetotail at lunar distances Ne - 0.01 to 10 e-/cm3
• Lunar Debye length -1 meter
-130 electrons/cm3 density at surface (Feuerbacher et aI., 1972)
Photoelectrons dominate daytime charging environments within

























Charging in Cold Environments
• Lunar environments can be 0.4 8.0 E
very cold .-.. 0.3 6.6 >E 5.2 ~~
-85K in night just before sunrise E 0.2 3.8 w- 2.4 ti>< 0.1 1.0 0-..
-40K to 50K in permanently dark 0.0 ME





• Insulator charging in these E 0.2 -2.6 I
- a:
environments will integrate >< 0.1 -3.8 "-"-5.0 ~
0.0 .-.. 01C'i
.2
charge for extended periods of - 1000.0 +2 E>Q) 0 (,)100.0
---time ~ -2 ~".
-
Q.
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Charging in Cold Environments




























Lunar environments can be 0.4
very cold - 0.3E
-85K in night just before sunrise E 0.2->< 0.1
-40K to 50K in permanently dark 0.0
polar craters 0.4
- 0.3E
Insulator" charging in these E 0.2
-
environments will integrate >< 0.1
0.0
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• Lunar environments can be 0.4
very cold - 0.3E
-85K in night just before sunrise E 0.2-
>< 0.1
-40K to 50K in permanently dark 0.0
polar craters 0.4
- 0.3E
• Insulator'charging in these .§. 0.2
environments will integrate >< 0.1
0.0
















(jRIC - 2.76x10-16 [dy/dt]1.0 Slm
No further change in fields once






• 'Charging design environments:
I
Geostationary orbit extreme surface charging environments [Purvis et aI., NASA TP-2361, 1984]
Trans-lunar injection orbit [Fennell et al., 2000]
TLI Bulk Charging ~nvlronment
765
, . ,






























Case" E vironment b
Parameter Electrons Ions
Number density (#lcm'l 3.00 3.00
Current density (nAicm2) 0.501 0.016
Number density, population 1 (#/cm3)
Parallel 1 1.1
Perpendicular 0.8 0.9
Temperature, population 1 (eVl
Parallel 600 400
Perpendicular 600 300
Number density, population 2 (#/cm~l
Parallel 1.40 1.70
Perpendicular 1.90 1.60
Temperature, population 2 (eVI
Parallel 25100 24700
Perpendicular 26100 25600







• Plasma environments encountered during lunar missions similar
to environments encountered in LEO, GEO missions
• Charging environments will need to be evaluated:
- Radiation belt transit
- Lunar wake environments
• Charging design environments in place for LEO, magnetosphere
transit
• Further exploration of lunar charging environments is warranted
USU, Logan, UT 54
17 Apr 2007
